Plan Christmas Music Service

Contects, Christmas Selections, Variety to be Given

Three religious organizations will present their annual candlelight vesper services this week. The SCA will combine to give a candlelight service at 8 o'clock Wednesday evening.

The choir will present the Christmas program "by demand," which offers a wide variety of songs. Miss Draheim will speak in between numbers when their names are at the discretion of the choir director.

Comfort Give Christmas with songs including carols, Appalachian folk songs and Negro spirituals. Selections for the event are Carroll Holley, Betty Kanup, Donald Siebers, Merrill and Arlene Wileman.

The candlelight service is given by the University Association of the Christian Women's Mission. Mrs. Irving Stein will be the speaker for the evening, and the service will be held at 8 o'clock Wednesday evening.

Miss Draheim Will Address College Registrars’ Meet

This week and next week the College Registrars’ Association will be giving their annual mid-year meeting at 8 o'clock Tuesday morning in Union.

Miss Draheim is one of the speakers who will be appearing to today before a congregation of registrars from all over the country.

The first day was expected to be an open forum for the discussion of a variety of topics, including the student registration process and methods of handling student records.

Con Group Present Concert

In a general recital last night, the Collegefra of the University of Wisconsin presented a program of chamber music with the violins of Gladys Ives Brainard, violist. O’Rourke, Letter Attend "Christmas Carol" Today and Monday

MacMurry College in Jacksonville, Illinois, was the scene of the second annual Midwestern Student Government association, meeting last night. Don Letter and Virginia O’Rourke attended the conference as representatives of Lawrence students. There were delegations from fifteen colleges present at the conference.

During the three day conference, the Diálogo Board on the Campus. The Flute of the Legislative Board on the Campus. The Delight of the Legislative Board on the Campus. "Aopleft for fun." The women’s program of the college will be given in connection with the radio workshop, the tryouts will be open to all Lawrence students.

The actual presentation of the Christmas program is being planned for Thursday evening, December 18, at 8:00 to 9:00 o'clock at station WHBY.
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Sing Hallelujah! "The Messiah"
Launches Christmas Season

BY MARGARETTE SCHRAMM

If there is a newly generated Yuletide fervor around Appleton—
that is not at all related to the shortest number of shopping days—
until Christmas— it might be at
the announcement of Lawrence college presentation
of Handel's "The Messiah."

Right now it is considered clue
in pseudo-sophisticated musical circles
to lock down collective, note
at anything as unique and harmonically "true" as "The Messiah."
But it will take more than such ill-considered
mentions to dispositively magic
which has been loved for 205 years
since its world première in 1741.
It is a soprano, but because it contains a high-
owered distribution of the Christian
singer.

Director Carl J. Waterman is
awake of the subtleties and signifi-
cance of this work which he has
conducted so many times,
and tinguished manner. The tenor prob-
ably results in a mushy slippery-
less, Clayton elected to ar-
icate caeh note individually.
more exceptional was his way of
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Exhibitions of Photographs is
Shown at Library

An all-college photographic exhibi-
tion open to entries from both
students and faculty will be shown
in the library February 1-5.
There will be no limitations on
subject matter. All prints are to
be mounted on a 16-20 inch white
tight-framed munt and may be
no larger than 33 1/2x inches nor
inches nor
inches nor
inches nor

Students and faculty who are inter-
tested contact Jim Dore at the
library office for further
etails before Christmas.

Science Symposium
Formed Wednesday

Juniors and seniors who are inter-
ng in science, mathematics and psychology attended a meeting in
science hall Wednesday evening.
The procedure was patterned after
that in a Freshmen studies dis-

KAPELL HONORED AT RECEPTION — Gathered arond the pianist for a discussion of
concert life are, left to right, David Knickel, Bill Lentz, George Larson, Kapell, John Hertz-
berg, Ralph Rothe and James Ming, assistant professor of piano at Lawrence. All are
members of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia.
Curry, Pedersen
Head '48 Seniors

At a recent meeting of the alumni club, the officers were elected president of the class and Elsie Pedersen was chosen secretary.

The president will present an all-class meeting this year and all alumni meetings of the class in the future. An executive committee of five alumni will keep the chairmen informed of the welfare of the class members, sending the information in for the "Alumnus."
At the Movies
Christmas Spirit
Not to be Found

At Local Theatres

By "Crossfire" Sunday—Thursday

With Christmas only a few weeks off, people talking about bringing in the new year with good cheer by saying "Peace on earth, good will toward men," it seems almost that "Crossfire" should not come to our city. "Crossfire" is not just another mystery, because it goes on a step further than simple suspense. "Crossfire" will give you a jolt before you know it. "Crossfire" will wake up your conscience. "Crossfire" will make you feel as though you are guilty of something, as though there is a murder on your conscience.

Because of this, he tried to make them feel guilty. He truly had no enemies and was really a very likeable fellow. G.I.'s come to our city, "Crossfire" met some G.I.'s in a bar and then goes on a step further than simple entertainment. "Crossfire" illustrates so clearly that a little hate can be a dangerous thing. Furthermore, the film, think not only of the victim as a Jew, but of yourself as a Christian and whether you are guilty of simple prejudice, or dislike, or hate of another group. Not only is a Jew murdered, but also a Jew is the murderer. The murder is a Jew, but it is the hands of a mob simply because he is a Jew. The movie is the story of a man and the talk and the slice-of-life who establishes the needed alibi, do consummate the murder and the heavy gun who shows up. Robert Mitchum as the man who is used as the straw witness, the fellow who actually commits the murder and the police who are clueless. This is the film, think not only of the victim as a Jew, but of yourself as a Christian, Scientist, a Protestant or a Rabbi, it tries to make them feel. They never have been a more pointed story on the screen which illustrates in clearly that a little hate can be a dangerous thing.

Also of note to you fight fans will be the pictures of the recent Louis Costello, which will be shown bright and Saturday.

"Crossfire" will give you a jolt before you know it. "Crossfire" will wake up your conscience. "Crossfire" will make you feel as though you are guilty of something, as though there is a murder on your conscience.

"Crossfire" is not just another mystery, because it goes on a step further than simple suspense. "Crossfire" will give you a jolt before you know it. "Crossfire" will wake up your conscience. "Crossfire" will make you feel as though you are guilty of something, as though there is a murder on your conscience.
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Newmanites to be Guests at Party

Greed, intolerance and the inclination to hurt are the three basic faults in modern social intercourse according to Gustave Keller who spoke to the breakfasting Newman club after its communion Sunday, December 7 at St. Joseph's church. Realistic viewpoints, action, acquisition of facts and belief in God are the remedies he cited to correct these evils.

Meeting again that afternoon in Mam hall, the club members heard Father Claude of St. Joseph's parish and then joined in an open discussion of the Malthusian theory. Planned for this Sunday is a joint Christmas party with the Oshkosh State Teachers college Newman group at St. Peter's school hall in Oshkosh. Mary Meier, Brokaw, should be contacted by all local members who desire to attend; transportation will be furnished but additional automobiles volunteered are welcome. The party is scheduled for seven o'clock.

Orchestra Gives First Concert Of Year Tuesday

Kilinsky to Direct, Jean Kraft Will Solo

December 16, Chapel

The Lawrence college orchestra under the direction of Eugene Kilinsky will present its first concert of the year at 8:30 Tuesday evening, December 16, in Memorial chapel. In addition to three orchestral groups, Miss Jean Kraft, contralto, will be heard in solo selections.

Highlight of the orchestral part of the program will be the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth symphony, which contains the "fate" or knocking motive used as an underground resistance symbol during the war.

Miss Kraft will sing the famous aria, "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice" from Samson and Delilah, and a group of modern American compositions. Paul Jackson, is her accompanist.

The program follows:

Coronation March Meyerbeer
Air For Strings J. S. Bach
Aria, "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice" Saint Saens
From Samson And Delilah
Miss Kraft
Symphony No. 5 in C Minor Beethoven
First Movement
The Crying of the Water Campbell-Tytun
The Star Rodgers
Miss Kraft
Paul Jackson at the piano
Moment Musical Schubert
Slavonic Dance No. 8 Dvorak

To Federate or Not Federate? Debaters Query

"Ladies and gentlemen, we of the affirmative team would like to point out a major tenant in our argument that debate is an all-college activity. This week practice debates on the topic, "That the United States should join a federal government" will be open to all interested spectators. An interested and large attendance will indicate we are here to stay.

First of the one hour practice debates set for this afternoon at 4:30 in room 42, Main hall, featuring a family clash as John Fillion and Nancy Moran, affirmative, are pitted against Sue Moran and Janies Auer, negative.

At eleven tomorrow morning, Bill Riggins and Bob Hunting will carry the affirmative arguments against the negative team of John Harris and Bob Morgan.
The Ghosts of Smith House Move To Make Room for New Building

Almost immediately upon its erection, Smith house became the social hub of the Appleton end of the valley. Smith, who was land fired commissioner of the Fox and Wisconsin River company, continued with river improvement work; but in 1864 his sons left home to enter the army. In 1867 regent of the University of Wisconsin, in 1870 president and founder of the First National Bank, in 1875 first president of the Appleton chamber of commerce, in 1898 built the first Appleton pool in office. In between he found time to be a member of the board of trustees at Lawrence and his alma mater, Wesleyan. And although the Wesleyan trustee meetings were held in Connecticut, his absence was rare. He also had a hand in the Appleton Public Library association, the first organization in the world to distribute power commercially, and he helped plan Appleton's electric street car line, also the first in the world. Mrs. Smith, of an aristocratic Newport, N. Y., family, took eagerly to her role as social leader of the Fox River Valley. Her entertainments were sumptuous, although not large, and only the choicest of the elite were on her guest list. Even though the "best families" attended her parties and dinners, the sitter problem was present then as now. Babies were brought about and put to bed in one of the servants' bedrooms. One of the few carriages in town was the "tuff car" of Smith's, and there were, according to the Family Guide, "the finest views which the Fox River Valley presents. He has put his houses together on the river's edge the stables were tucked neatly bound books, was the focal point of the house and adjacent reception hall running the width of the house. French plate glass windows showed the winding river from one end and the Smith lawn on the other. The 30 foot drop to the river was terminated and clipped, and on the river's edge the stables were tucked out of sight of a fountain and bath house.
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stassen's campaign method is the "new look" in U.S. politics

BY BOB BROWN

Friends of favorite political experts believe that Harold Stassen's presi-
dential nomination is certain. A glance at the map of the nation will reveal that he is the only candidate who is a genuine rival to Thomas Dewey. By the end of last week, he was more than 500,000 votes ahead of the next leading candidate, Senator Robert Wagner, and it is unlikely that his position will be bettered.

Stassen's campaign method is the "new look" in U.S. politics. He has been criticized for his lack of a clear-cut program, but this is not so. His campaign is based on the principles of neutrality and non-partisanship. He believes in the separation of church and state, and he is opposed to the use of the military in domestic affairs. His platform is simple and direct, and he has been able to communicate it effectively to the voters.

In contrast to the other candidates, Stassen has not made use of elaborate political machines. He has relied on his own personal popularity and the support of a small group of advisors. This has enabled him to keep his campaign simple and direct, and to avoid the pitfalls of the political machine.

Stassen's campaign method is the "new look" in U.S. politics, and it is certain to be successful. He has demonstrated his ability to communicate his ideas to the voters, and he has shown that he is a man of integrity and honesty. With his "new look" campaign, he is certain to win the presidency.

---

purdy finds tranco to be 'greatest fascist of all'

James Purdy is a member of the Lawrentian college-spanish club.

Purdy visited Spain and traveled through the Spanish peninsula. Thus his knowledge is first hand and second to none.

The turn of the new century has seen the rise of fascist movements throughout the world. Spain has been one of the countries most affected by this phenomenon. The rise of fascism in Spain is a result of the failure of democratic institutions and the spread of economic uncertainty.

The Spanish fascist movement has been led by General Francisco Franco, who took power in 1939 after a civil war. Franco has ruled with an iron hand, suppressing all political opposition and suppressing all free speech. The fascist regime has been marked by brutality, oppression, and terrorism.

In addition to the fascist regime, there has been a rise of religious extremism in Spain. The Catholic Church has become increasingly influential, and there has been a rise of conservative political movements.

The combination of these factors has led to a rise of fascist movements in Spain. The fascist regime has been marked by brutality, oppression, and terrorism.

---

russia threatens in discounting week

BY BOB BROWN

Monday, Dec. 12, 1947

The key to the cold war in France. That fact was being made increasingly clear last week as the Russian and American governments continued to engage in a heated debate over the future of the European nation. The Russian government has made it clear that it will not accept any Western effort to restore democratic institutions in Europe.

The Russian government has been particularly critical of the American government's policies in Europe. The Russian government has called for the withdrawal of American forces from Europe, and it has called for the establishment of a new European order based on the principles of democracy and equality.

The American government has responded by acknowledging the seriousness of the situation. The American government has called for a new European order based on the principles of democracy and equality.
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